Improvement of pulmonary absorption of insulin and other water-soluble compounds by polyamines in rats.
The absorption enhancing effects of polyamines, spermine (SPM), spermidine (SPD) and putrescine (PUT) on the pulmonary absorption of poorly absorbable drugs were studied in rats. Insulin, 5(6)-carboxyfluorescein (CF), and fluorescein isothiocyanate-labeled dextrans (FDs) were chosen as models of poorly absorbable drugs. The absorption of insulin from the lung was enhanced in the presence of SPM and SPD, while PUT had almost no absorption enhancing effect for improving the pulmonary absorption of insulin in rats. SPM also improved the pulmonary absorption of FDs with various molecular weights, although we found almost no significant difference in the pulmonary absorption of CF with or without SPM. As for the pulmonary membrane toxicity of SPM, there was no significant difference in the release of protein and lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) with or without SPM in bronchoalveolar lavage fluid (BALF), indicating that SPM did not cause any membrane damage to the lung tissues. Furthermore, SPM did not affect the stability of insulin in BALF, suggesting that SPM might increase the permeability of insulin across the alveolar epithelium. In conclusion, polyamines, especially SPM can effectively improve the pulmonary absorption of insulin and other macromolecules without any membrane damage to the lung tissues.